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ABSTRACT 

The Pb-free solder joint attachment reliability of two Quad 

Flat No-Lead (QFN) packages with different body sizes and 

die to package ratios (DPR) was measured for three different 

printed circuit board (PCB) thicknesses, 1.2 mm, 1.6 mm, and 

2.4 mm. The reliability testing was performed using 

accelerated thermal cycling (ATC) profiles of - 40/125 °C 

and 0/100 °C in single zone chambers. Testing was 

performed in accordance with IPC-9701 guidelines using 

daisy chained components and test boards to allow in situ 

resistance monitoring of the solder joints during testing.   

 

The initial surface mount solder joint assembly quality was 

documented with x-ray inspection and metallographic cross-

sectional analysis using optical and scanning electron 

microscopy to characterize attachment quality and 

microstructure. The same metallographic techniques were 

used for failure mode analysis and for characterizing 

microstructural evolution during cycling.     

 

The failure data are reported as characteristic lifetime (the 

number of cycles to achieve 63.2% failure) and slope from a 

two-parameter Weibull analysis. One of the QFN 

components showed the expected decrease in reliability with 

increased board thickness, while the second QFN component 

had less of a reliability dependence on PCB thickness. The 

QFN component coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) 

were measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC), and 

the CTE of each PCB was measured using a 

thermomechanical analyzer (TMA). Component and PCB 

warpage were measured using the shadow Moiré warpage 

measurement technique. The ATC results are discussed in 

terms of the QFN attributes and the effect of PCB thickness 

on reliability. Additional QFN components currently are 

under test and those results will be reported at a future date.  

Finite element analysis (FEA) has been incorporated into the 

program to aid in correlating the relationship between the 

package attributes, PCB properties and thickness, and cycles 

to failure in each of the test profiles. 

 

Key words: Thermal fatigue reliability, thermal cycling, 

lead-free alloys, QFN, printed circuit board thickness, finite 

element analysis.  

INTRODUCTION 

The number of IC devices being packaged in no-lead 

packages such as the Quad Flat No-Lead (QFN) or Micro-

Lead Frame (MLF) packages has been increasing for more 

than a decade [1-5] continue to increase. These packages 

were developed initially as a low form factor solution for 

hand-held consumer electronic devices. They offer several 

advantages including design densification, excellent thermal 

management characteristics, potentially better electrical 

performance, and generally lower cost than competitive 

packaging. In very recent years, the usage of QFN packages 

has been expanding into telecom and automotive 

applications. Unlike consumer applications, telecom and 

automotive require more demanding thermal fatigue 

resistance of solder attachments for long term board level 

reliability (BLR) [6,7].   

 

Failure due to thermal fatigue in QFN solder attachments is a 

principal concern due to the inherently high coefficient of 

thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch, low solder standoff, and 

non-compliant peripheral interconnects of the non-leaded 

package [8,9]. QFN-style packages also have acknowledged 

solder assembly challenges that can impact BLR further [2, 

4, 5, 10]. The QFN packaging technologies are evolving in 

the direction of larger body size, higher die to package ratio, 

finer pitch, and higher pin count, all of which increase 

reliability risks and assembly challenges.  

 

QFN package usage remains dominated by high volume 

manufacturers of consumer electronics, and much of the 

existing reliability test data have been generated to address 
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those requirements. Consequently, thermal cycling data often 

are lacking for different thermal cycling profiles that are 

required by different market segments and applications. 

Acceleration factors are not available to enable translating 

data obtained using one thermal cycling profile to another. 

Furthermore, data are not provided as a function of printed 

circuit board thickness, particularly for printed circuit boards 

used in higher reliability applications, which are thicker, 

stiffer (higher modulus), and tend to have much higher layer 

count. These limitations hinder characterization and 

prediction of longer product lifetimes, in multiple use 

environments.        

 

The results presented in this paper are the initial findings 

from an industrial consortium project that is addressing the 

influence of multiple component, board, and experimental 

variables on the BLR of relatively large-body QFN packages 

[11]. These variables include component design and 

construction, printed circuit board thickness, and thermal 

cycling and test parameters. In this study, accelerated thermal 

cycling (ATC) was used to assess the solder joint attachment 

reliability of two Quad Flat No-Lead (QFN) packages 

characterized by different body sizes and diagonal die to 

package ratios (DPR). Test vehicles were assembled with 

three different printed circuit board (PCB) thicknesses, 1.2 

mm, 1.6 mm, and 2.4 mm. The thermal cycling testing was 

performed using profiles of - 40/125 °C and 0/100 °C in 

single zone chambers.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Test Vehicle Description 

The complete project test matrix includes two QFN packages 

manufactured with conventional leadframes, and two 

manufactured with either a step cut or dimpled leadframe to 

increase attachment area and improve reliability. The current 

work reports the test results for only the conventional STD1 

and AOL2 QFN packages. The physical attributes of those 

QFN packages are presented in Table 1. The step cut and 

dimpled designs remain under test at the time of writing and 

will be presented later. The physical attributes of all the QFN 

packages can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Table 1.  Attributes of the daisy chained STD1 and AO2L 

QFN packages and printed circuit board test vehicles.  

 

Figure 1 shows an example of a populated test vehicle. Each 

test board contains 5 of each of the QFN components listed 

in Table 1. The locations of the STD1 and AO2L QFN 

packages used in the current study are outlined and identified 

in bold.   

 

The printed circuit board (PCB) test vehicles are fabricated 

with a 6 Cu layer construction and thicknesses of 2.4, 1.6, and 

1.2 mm (94, 63, and 47 mils). The PCB land design is non-

solder mask defined for all QFN components as indicated in 

the PCB attributes section of Table 1. The test boards are 

fabricated with Panasonic R-1556 high temperature PCB 

laminate and an organic solderability preservative (OSP) 

final finish.  

 
Figure 1. The printed circuit board test vehicle populated 

with 5 each of the daisy chained QFN packages. Test results 

for the STD1 and AO2l are reported in this study.  

 

Test Vehicle Surface Mount Assembly 

The test vehicles were assembled using Type 3 no-clean 

SAC305 paste with a 5 mil (125 µm) laser cut stencil. The 

stencil aperture matched the PCB pad diameter for each 

component (1:1). The test boards were assembled using 

conventional convection reflow processing with a nominal 

peak reflow temperature of 245°C and a nominal time above 

liquidus of 60 seconds. Following assembly, all the cards 

were subjected to electrical continuity testing and X-ray 

inspection.  

Accelerated Temperature Cycling (ATC) 

The use of daisy-chained components and circuit boards 

enabled in situ, continuous monitoring during thermal 

cycling. Thermal cycling was done in single-zone chambers 

in accordance with the IPC-9701A guideline [12]. In the 

0/100 °C test, the solder joints were monitored using a 

commercial event detector.  In the -40/125 °C thermal cycling 

test, the solder joints were monitored using a commercial 

system designed for checking wiring contact and isolation 
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resistance that was adapted for continuous monitoring to 

meet the IPC guidelines.  

 

The two accelerated temperature cycling profiles are 

described in Table 2. The profiles are associated with 

requirements for telecommunications applications TC1, 

represented by 0/100 °C, and consumer and automotive 

applications TC3 represented by -40/125 °C [12].  

 

The failure data are reported as characteristic life  (the 

number of cycles to achieve 63.2% failure) and slope  from 

a two-parameter Weibull analysis.  

 

Table 2. Thermal cycling profiles.  

 
Solder Joint Characterization and Failure Analysis 

A baseline characterization was performed on representative 

board level assemblies from each of the component. These 

baselines document the solder joint quality and 

microstructures before temperature cycling for comparison to 

samples removed from the temperature cycling chambers for 

failure analysis. Microstructural characterization and failure 

analysis was done using optical metallography (destructive 

cross-sectional analysis), and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). Using methods developed previously, the SEM 

operating in the backscattered electron imaging (BEI) mode 

was used to differentiate phases in the SAC microstructures. 

Backscattered electron imaging (BEI) has been shown to be 

particularly useful in previous studies for differentiating 

phases in the SAC microstructures [6, 14, 15]. Low 

magnification optical microscopy was adequate for 

confirming the thermal fatigue failure mode.  

 

CTE and Dynamic Warpage Measurements 

Solder joint attachment reliability is dependent strongly on 

the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch 

between the package and the PCB [8]. This CTE mismatch 

generates in-plane strain in the solder attachments that results 

in fatigue crack initiation and ultimately propagation to 

failure.  

 

CTE measurements were taken optically using a Digital 

Image Correlation (DIC) technique. The DIC technique finds 

strain in X and Y over a sample surface.  Both QFNs and 

PCBs are heated across a temperature delta from 25°C to 

245°C.  A larger temperature range is used in contrast to the 

ATC temperature range to improve the CTE measurement 

accuracy.   

 

CTE measurements on QFN samples STD1 and AO2L were 

performed using nine samples of each package type.  The data 

are summarized by averaging all 9 tested units of each type 

across both X and Y expansion and summarized by package 

type in Table 3. In some cases, small differences were seen 

in X and Y strain, but no focus is placed on these differences 

in this study.  

 

CTE measurements of the PCB were performed on a set of 

three units of each of the three different PCB thicknesses. 

Those data also are included in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. The composite CTE of the PCB and QFN test 

vehicles and the estimated CTE mismatch based on the 

average PCB CTE.    

 
Solder joint attachment reliability may also be affected if 

there is significant dynamic warpage or shape change of the 

PCB within the QFN attach area and significant dynamic 

warpage within the QFN component.  This may result in out-

of- plane tensile or compressive strain, which can influence 

the fatigue life in a positive or negative manner [16].  

 

Warpage of the test PCB was measured over temperature to 

determine if PCB warpage would have a significant 

contribution to the QFN failures over ATC testing. A total of 

9 PCBs was measured for warpage through a full reflow 

profile, including three units of each different PCB thickness.  

Measurements were taken with the shadow Moiré warpage 

measurement technique. Global PCB warpage is averaged 

over 3 units of each board thickness and summarized by 

coplanarity, bow, and twist in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Global PCB Warpage summarized by coplanarity, 

bow, and twist.  
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Overall, slightly more shape is seen in the thinner PCB, as is 

common in thinner PCBs.  However, overall the flatness and 

warpage over temperature is well behaved and easily within 

industry requirements of bow and twist <0.75% for PCB with 

surface mount components [17].  Additionally, warpage is 

analysed for the numerous local QFN attach areas on the 

PCB.  No significant warpage is observed within the QFN 

attach area on the PCB and this large data set has not been 

detailed here. 

 

Warpage of the AO2L and STD1 QFN components was 

measured over temperature to determine if QFN warpage 

would have a significant contribution to the QFN failures 

over ATC testing. A total of 5 AO2L and 5 STD1 QFNs was 

measured for warpage through a full reflow profile. 

Measurements were taken with the shadow Moiré warpage 

measurement technique. 5 AO2L_9ppm samples and 

averaging the 5 STD1 samples for this report. It is 

acknowledged generally that acceptability standards for 

component warpage are a subject of considerable debate. 

However, the warpage of these QFNs are not worse than 32 

microns once averaged, which by any criteria is considered 

to be well behaved and permissible.  The warpage 

measurements are summarized as coplanarity over 

temperature in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.  QFN component warpage summarized by 

coplanarity over temperature.  

 

Experimental Test Matrix 

The components and thermal cycling profiles are shown in 

Table 4. Each test cell contains replicate fully populated test 

boards to provide a minimum sample size of 30 192CABGA 

and 30 84CTBGA components. Additional samples were 

assembled for baseline quality and microstructural 

characterization.  

 

Table 4. The accelerated temperature cycling test matrix with 

component samples sizes per test cell.  

 

 

RESULTS 

Solder Joint Characterization 

The results from the baseline characterization of 

representative QFN board level assemblies are shown in 

Figures 4-6. Figure 4 shows representative images from 

transmission X-ray inspection for solder voiding. Solder 

voiding is found under the center pad, but there is a minimum 

amount of voiding in the peripheral attachments, which is the 

area of interest for solder fatigue.  

 
Figure 4. Images from transmission x-ray inspection of 

STD1 and AO2L QFN assemblies after solder assembly.  

 

Figure 5 shows transverse and longitudinal optical images of 

the solder joints from the STD1 and AO2L QFN components. 

Typical solder joint standoff heights measured between 60 

and 80 µm, and no significant assembled variations were 

attributed to PCB thickness.     

 

Figure 6 shows backscattered electron micrographs of 

representative solder joints before thermal cycling. The 

microstructure consists of Sn dendrites (grey background) 

with sub-micron sized Ag3Sn precipitates at the Sn dendrite 

boundaries. The darker phase at the QFN (upper) side of the 

solder joint is the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic that formed on the 

QFN termination soldered interface during reflow.    

 
Figure 5.  Transverse and longitudinal optical images of the 

solder joints from the STD1 and AO2L QFN components. 
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Figure 6. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of 

showing representative microstructures of the STD1 and 

AO2L QFN solder joints before thermal cycling.  

 

Thermal Cycling 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 are Weibull distribution plots showing 

the results from the 0/100 °C and -40/125 °C thermal cycling 

tests respectively. The Weibull statistics are summarized in 

Table 5.  

 
Figure 7. Weibull distribution plots for the SDT1 and AO2L 

QFN packages as a function of PCB thickness.  The thermal 

cycling profile was 0/100 °C.  

 

 
Figure 8. Weibull distribution plots for the SDT1 and AO2L 

QFN packages as a function of PCB thickness.  The thermal 

cycling profile was -40/125 °C.  

 

Table 5. Summary of the Weibull statistics for the SDT1 and 

AO2L QFN packages as a function of PCB thickness for the 

0/100 °C and -40/125 °C thermal cycling profiles.   

 
Failure Analysis 

Metallographic failure analysis was performed to 

characterize the solder joint failure mode and location within 

the solder joint. Optical photomicrographs and scanning 

electron micrographs of thermal cycling failures for both 

QFN packages and both thermal cycling profiles are shown 

in Figure 9 and Figure 10. These images confirm the thermal 

fatigue failure mode in the bulk solder with both thermal 

cycling profiles. Figure 11 illustrates the evolution of the 

microstructure during thermal cycling. Prior to thermal 

cycling, the microstructure consists of elongated Sn dendrites 
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(grey background) with sub-micron sized Ag3Sn precipitates 

at the Sn dendrite boundaries. During cycling, the Ag3Sn 

precipitates undergo the process of coarsening (Ostwald 

ripening) with fewer much larger precipitates visible.  

 
Figure 9. Optical (upper) and scanning electron micrographs 

(lower) showing solder joint fatigue failures in the STD1 and 

AO2L packages from the 0/100 °C test.    

 
Figure 10. Optical (upper) and scanning electron 

micrographs (lower) showing solder joint fatigue failures in 

the STD1 and AO2L packages from the -40/125 °C test.   

 
Figure 11. Scanning electron micrographs illustrating 

microstructural evolution of SAC305 during thermal cycling. 

The upper image shows the microstructure prior to thermal 

cycling and the lower image shows the microstructure at 

failure.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Implications of Reliability Test Data 

The summary of the Weibull statistics from the thermal 

cycling testing in Table 5 show two clear and expected trends.  

The more aggressive -40/125 °C thermal cycling profile 

accelerates thermal fatigue failures two to three times faster 

than the 0/100 °C profile in both QFN packages. The STD1 

fails three to five times faster than the AO2L, which is 

expected at least qualitatively due to its higher diagonal die 

to package ratio (DPR), greater CTE mismatch (Table 3) and 

larger body size.  

 

The relationship between PCB thickness and reliability 

performance is not so consistent. The results for the STD1 

QFN in Figure 12 show a distinct inverse relationship 

between cycles to failure and PCB thickness, with an 

approximate factor of two reduction in the number of cycles 

to failure on the 2.4 mm board compared to the 1.2 mm board 

in both thermal cycles. The plots with 90% confidence bands 

indicate statistically significance of these findings with both 

thermal cycling profiles.  

 

The results for the AO2L QFN in Figure 13 show a similar 

factor of two reduction in the number of cycles to failure on 

the 2.4 mm board compared to the 1.2 mm board. However, 
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unlike the case of the STD1 QFN, there is no statistical 

significance at the 90% confidence level between the 2.4 mm 

and 1.6 mm boards with either thermal cycling profile.   

 
Figure 12. Weibull plots with 90% confidence limits for the 

STD1 in 0/100 °C (above) and -40/125 °C (below) testing.   

 
Figure 13. Weibull plots with 90% confidence limits for the 

AO2L in 0/100 °C (above) and -40/125 °C (below) testing.  

Based on several citations from the literature, the prevailing 

expectation is that solder joint life decreases with an increase 

in board thickness [4, 18-22]. However, some datasets show 

very little change in solder joint life with increased thickness, 

particularly for leadless components mounted on thicker 

boards [23].  

 

The extensive predictive modeling work of Clech [24-26] 

may provide insight into some of the inconsistencies 

observed in the current study.  Clech analyzed the data from 

Shih et al where: 1) the decrease in thermal cycling lifetime 

was minimal going from a thickness of 1.6 mm to 2.4 mm, 

and 2) the decrease in thermal cycling lifetime was large 

going from a thickness of 2.4 mm to 3.3 mm.  

 

Clech states that because of the mechanical coupling between 

the component and board, the impact of board thickness on 

solder joint life cannot be treated in isolation. Instead, the 

analysis of board thickness should account for the coupling 

of board and component stiffness, their relative values and 

other factors that might affect the compliance of the assembly 

during thermal cycling [24].  For the Shih data, the modulus 

decreased going from 1.6 mm to 2.4 mm resulting in no 

significant change in the effective CTE and a minimal 

difference in reliability. Clech concludes that board thickness 

cannot be considered separately from the effective properties 

of the board.  

 

Although Clech’s analysis is compelling, further work is 

needed to explain the current results. Based solely on the 

measured CTE mismatch shown in Table 3, STD1 would be 

expected to outperform AO2L, and the board thickness effect 

might be minimal with STD1. It is interesting that SDT1 has 

a much higher diagonal DPR than AO2L (Table 1), and a 

much lower CTE but it actually is a better match to the CTE 

of the board. However, the characteristic lifetime of SDT1 is 

substantially lower than AO2L, so perhaps board modulus is 

the differentiating factor.               

 

Finite Element Analysis 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is underway because of the 

inconsistent relationship between PCB thickness and 

reliability performance for the two QFN packages. The 

objective is to use FEA to understand the correlation between 

the package attributes, PCB properties and thickness, and 

cycles to failure in each of the test profiles. The models were 

setup using ANSYS FEA software. Figure 14 shows an 

example of the package mesh used in the analysis. Due to 

symmetry, a quarter model was used for all the simulations. 

Each of the materials apart from the solder joints are 

considered in the models to be linear elastic. The Pb-free 

solder material is considered viscoplastic and Anand’s model 

is used to explain the behavior of the solder. Anand’s 

constants for SAC305 are used for the material properties of 

the solder [27]. 
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Figure 14. Mesh of STD1 package with 1.2 mm thick board. 

 

A total of three temperature cycles were simulated in the 

analysis. The solder joints at the corner of the package were 

found to have the highest strain energy of the joints, as shown 

in Figure 15. For the corner solder joints, the inelastic strain 

energy density or ISED per cycle was calculated for the top 

layer of the solder joint based on the difference in the 

accumulated strain energy between cycles 2 and 3. [28]  

 
Figure 15. Strain energy distribution of the Pb-free solder 

joints for AO2L QFN package.  

 

The preliminary FEA results shows there is a higher amount 

of ISED accumulated per cycle for both packages as the 

board thickness increases. Also, as expected the temperature 

cycle condition impacts the amount of ISED accumulated per 

cycle where the -40/125 °C profile shows a higher ISED per 

cycle compared with the 0/100 °C profile for both packages.  

Further analysis is ongoing to better understand the impact 

the different package physical attributes and PCB properties 

have on cycles to failure.  

 

FUTURE WORK 

Further finite element analysis (FEA) is planned to expand on 

the preliminary results in this paper. The analysis will look to 

better describe the relationship between the PCB thickness 

and package attributes and their effect on cycles to failure. 

Further study will also look at the impact board modulus and 

solder shape may have on the cycles to failure. The intent is 

to develop a better understanding of the experimental data 

that was discussed in the previous sections.  

 

The complete project test matrix shown in Appendix A 

includes two additional components, one manufactured with 

a step cut and the other with a dimpled leadframe to increase 

attachment area and improve reliability. Those components 

remain under test at the time of writing and the test results 

will be reported at a later date. The AO2L on the 1.2 mm thick 

PCB also remained under test and will be completed along 

with the step cut and dimple components.     

 

SUMMARY 

Thermal cycling tests were conducted to compare the thermal 

fatigue performance of two Quad Flat No-Lead (QFN) 

packages assembled with SAC305 solder. Thermal fatigue 

performance was reported for each QFN package as a 

function of a printed circuit board thickness of 2.4 mm, 1.6 

mm, or 1.2 mm. Thermal cycling performance was compared 

using test profiles of 0/100 °C and -40/125 °C.  The results 

are summarized as follows:  

 

▪ The -40/125 °C thermal cycling profile accelerates 

thermal fatigue failures two to three times faster than the 

0/100 °C profile in both QFN packages. This observation 

is consistent with the literature.   

▪ The STD1 QFN fails three to five times faster than the 

AO2L QFN. Lower characteristic lifetime is expected 

with the STD1 due to its higher diagonal die to package 

ratio (DPR) and larger body size, although the measured 

CTE mismatch of STD1 is less than AO2L.   

▪ There is an inverse relationship between cycles to failure 

and PCB thickness for the STD1 QFN with an 

approximate factor of two reduction in the number of 

cycles to failure on the 2.4 mm board compared to the 

1.2 mm board in both thermal cycles. The results for the 

AO2L QFN show a similar factor of two reduction in the 

number of cycles to failure on the 2.4 mm board 

compared to the 1.2 mm board. However, unlike the 

STD1 QFN, there is a minimal performance difference 

between the 2.4 mm and 1.6 mm boards with either 

thermal cycling profile.   
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